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Abstract-A jilzzy layered neural network/or classification and rule generation is proposed using logical neurons. 
II can handle uncertainty and/or impreciseness in the input as well as the output. Logical operators, namely, t
norm T and t-conorm S involving And and Or neurons, are employed in place of the weighted sum and sigmoid 
functions. Various/uzzy implication operators are introduced to incorporate different amounts ofmutual interaction 
during the back propagation Q{ errors. In case 0/partial inputs the model is capable of querying the user/or the 
more important/eature information, (f and when required. Justification for an inferred decision may be produced 
in rule/orm. The built-in And-Or structure of the network enables the generation Qf appropriate rules expressed as 
the disjunction Qf conjunctive clauses. The e.ffectiveness o.fthe model is tested on a speech recognition problem and 
on some art({tcially generated pattern sets. 
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1.	 INTRODUCTION teacher. The learning procedure has to determine the 
internal parameters of the hidden units based on its Artificial neural networks or connectionist models 
knowledge of the inputs and desired outputs. The utility (Lippmann, 1987; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986;
 

Kohonen, 1989) are massively parallel interconnections of fuzzy sets (Klir & Folger, 1989; Pal & Dutta Majum

of simple neurons that function as a collective system, der, 1986; Zadeh, 1984; Bezdek, 198 I; Kandel, 1986)
 

They are designed perhaps as an attempt to emulate	 lies in their capability in modeling uncertain or am
biguous data often encountered in real life. There have human performance and function intelligently. An ad
been several attempts recently (Bezdek & Pal, 1992;vantage of neural net lies in their high computation 

rate provided by massive parallelism, so that real-time Pao, 1989; Proc. IIZUKA92, 1992; Proc. FUZZ-IEEE, 
1993) in making a fusion of fuzzy logic and neural processing of huge data sets becomes feasible with 
networks for better performance in decision making proper hardware, Information is encoded among the
 

various connection weights in a distributed manner. systems.
 

The multilayer perceptron (MLP) (Rumelhart & The present work is an attempt in this regard and 
McClelland, 1986; Hinton, 1987) consists of multiple describes a logical version ofthe feedforward MLP using 

layers of simple, sigmoid processing elements (nodes) the concept offuzzy sets at various stages, The proposed 

or neurons that interact using weighted connections. model represents the input vector in terms oflinguistic 
-', After a lowermost input layer there are usually any properties low, medium, and high and the output de


number of intermediate or hidden layers followed by cisions in terms ofclass membership values (Pal & Mi


an output layer at the top, An external input vector is tra, 1992), The conventional back propagation algo


supplied to the network by clamping it at the nodes in rithm is modified to incorporate the logical operators
 
the input layer. The desired output is supplied by the And and Or in place of the weighted sum and sigmoid
 

functions. Figure I shows the proposed three-layered
 
network with multiple outputs. Two cases of the con

Acknowledgements: The authors gratefully acknowledge Mr. S. jugate pairs of (-norm T and I-conorm S (Turksen, 
Chakraborty lor drawing the diagrams and Mr. D. P. Mandallor his 1986; De Nola et al" 1989), viz" max-min and product
assistance in editing the manuscript. 

probabilistic sum, are utilized to model the And and Requests lor reprints should be sent to Prof. S. K. Pal, Maehine 
Or operations, The hidden layer consists of And nodes Intelligence Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, 203, B. T. Road, Calcutta 

700035, India. and the output layer is made up of Or nodes. Fuzzy 
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IQURE 1. A Ihree-layered eural network implementing And 
n Or IDglc l1ellons at lIucces.slye layers. 

i hcation operators are employed to incorporate var
ious mounts of mutu I interaction during error prop
agation. 

In this connection it is worth mentioning that Ped
rycz ( 990) used logical operators max and min for 
designing two-layered neural nets capable of solving 
one-output problems. This was extended by Pedrycz 
(l991a) to handle multiclass problems using two-lay
ered nets and a different performance index. Applica
iOl of the model for solving a system of relational 

equations was demonstrated. The concept of reference 
nt>urons was introduced in Pedrycz ( 1991 a, 1992) to 
design pattern classifiers. The inputs to these networks 
consisted of all logical combinations (minterms) ofthe 
input variables and the Lukasiewicz implication op
erator was used. Watanabe, Matsumota, and Hasegawa 
(1990) also used min-max operations but with two 
kinds of weight vectors and a different scheme of back 
propagation for a three-layered network. 

The model proposed in this paper broadly performs 
two main tasks. First we construct the three-layered 
tizzy logical network for classifying multiclass patterns. 
. xt, the trained network is used to generate rules. 

Hen it can also function as a fuzzy connectionist ex
pert system. The connection weights in this stage con
stitute the knowledge base (in embedded form) for the 
classification problem under consideration. The model 
is now capable of inferring the output decision for 
complete and/or partial inputs along with a certainty 
measure, querying the user for the more essential miss
ing input information, and providing justification for 
any conclusion. The input can now be in quantitative, 
linguistic, or set forms or a combination of these. If 
asked by the user, the proposed model is capable of 
justifying its decision in rule form (in terms of the sa
lient fealures) with the antecedent and consequent parts 
produced in linguistic and natura! terms. The connec
1'0 weight,> and the certainty measure are used for this 
pose. The model generates a number of such rules 
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in IlThen form corresponding to each pattern presen
tation in this phase. These rules can also be used to 
automatically form the knowledge base of a traditional 
expert system. 

Connectionist expert systems, in general, avo'd the 
time-consuming phase of knowledge base construction. 
The proposed fuzzy connectionist expert system model 
is capable of automatically encoding the knowledge base 
among its connection weights by learning from the 
training data. The incorporation of fuzzy logic at the 
input, output, and neuronal levels enables the model 
to also handle uncertainty at the various stages. 

Relational structures, realized by max-min or min
max and product-probabilistic sum operators, intro
duced into the fuzzy model help in classifying patterns 
that exhibit a logical structure. Logical operators like 
And and Or are seen to ease the computational burden 
ofthe neural model to some extent, thereby enhancing 
its speed. (This will enable simpler hardware imple
mentation for pattern recognition problems.) The pro
posed model is also able to generate more appropriate 
rules (expressed as disjunction of conjunctive clauses) 
from the knowledge base embedded among the con
nection weights as compared to those obtained from 
its fuzzy counterpart incorporating no logical operators 
(Mitra & Pal, 1992, 1993). This is due to the built-in 
And-Or structure of the network architecture under 
consideration. 

The effectiveness of the network is demonstrated on 
a set of speech data and some artificially generated pat
terns. The associated rules are generated for the given 
pattern sets using the trained neural model. A com
parison is made with the performance of the fuzzy MLP 
(Pal & Mitra, 1992; Mitra & Pal, 1993) (having no 
logical operators) and its conventional nonfuzzy coun
terpart. Effects of fuzzification at the input as well as 
the output of the proposed logical model are also in
vestigated. 

2. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON 

Consider the layered network given in Figure 1. The 
conventional MLP (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; 
Hinton, 1987) is made up of simple neurons imple
menting the weighted sum and sigmoid functions (in 
place of the And and Or functions in Fig. I ). The total 
input x;+! received by neuron) in layer h + I is defmed 
as 

( [ ) 

where Y? is the state of the ith neuron in the preceding 
11th layer, wi is the weight of the connection from the 
ith neuron in layer h to the jth neuron in layer h + 1 
and Or] is the threshold of the jth neuron in layer h 
+1. 
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The output of a neuron in any layer other than the 
input layer (h > 0) is a monotonic nonlinear function 
of its total input and is given as 

Iyh= __-----, 
) I + e-x ; . 

(2) 

For nodes in the input layer 

yJ = xJ (3) 

where xJ is the jth component of the input vector 
clamped at the input layer. 

The least mean square (LMS) error in output vec
tors, for a given network weight vector w, is defined as 

E(w) = ! L	 [Y;:c(w) - d"cF (4) 
J,e 

where y1:< (w) is the state obtained for output node j 
in layer H in input-output case c and d"c is its desired 
state specified by the teacher. The error E(w) is min
imized by the back propagation algorithm using gra
dient-descent. We start with any set of weights and re
peatedly update each weight by an amount 

where the learning rate e controls the descent, 0 :0;; a :0;; 

I is the damping coefficient or momentum and t de
notes the number of the iteration currently in progress. 

During training, each pattern of the training set is 
used in succession to clamp the input and output layers 
of the network. A sequence of forward and backward 
passes constitute a cycle and such a cycle through the 
entire training set is termed a sweep, After a number 
of sweeps through the training data, the error E( w) in 
eqn (4) may be minimized (Rumelhart & McClelland, 
1986). rn the testing phase the neural net is expected 
to be able to utilize the information encoded in its con
nection weights to assign the correct output labels for 
the test vectors that are now clamped only at the input 
layer, 

3. FUZZY VERSION	 OF THE MLP USING 
LOGICAL OPERATORS 

Let us now describe the proposed fuzzy logical model 
that has been used for both classification and rule gen
eration. Thereby it functions as a fuzzy connectionist 
expert system. In this section we consider the different 
aspects of the model and its role as a classifier, The task 
of inferencing and rule generation will be discussed in 
Section 4. 

The model consists of logical neurons employing 
conjugate pairs of{-norms T and {-conOrIDS S in place 
of the weighted sum and sigmoid functions of the con
ventional MLP. The back propagation algorithm is 

modified to incorporate the logical operations in the 
error derivative term, The input and output represen
tations for the patterns are the same as reported in (Pal 
& Mitra, 1992). The components of the input vector 
consist of the membership values to the overlapping 
partitions oflinguistic properties low, medium, and high 
corresponding to each input feature. During training, 
supervised learning is used to assign output member
ship values lying in the range [0, IJ to the training 
vectors. A heuristic for gradually decreasing the learning 
rate and the momentum is used to help avoid spurious 
local minima and usually prevent oscillations of the 
mean square error in the weight space, in the process 
of convergence to a minimum error solution. 

3.1. Input Vector Representation 

An n-dimensional pattern F, = [F", F'2, ' .. , Fin} is 
represented as a 3n-dimensional vector 

F, = [fLlo,," (Fil/F,), fLme,hum(Fil )( F,), 

fLhigh(F"J(F,),.,., fLtll&h(Fin)(F,)] (6) 

where the fL values indicate the membership functions 
to the corresponding linguistic 1l'-set (Pal & Dutta Ma
jumder, 1986) for each feature axis. Figure 2 shows the 
overlapping structure of the three 1l'-functions for a 
particular input feature ~. 

When the input feature is linguistic, its membership 
values for the 1l'-sets low, medium, and high are quan
tified as 

low == {0.95 0.6 0.02} 
L ' M' H, 

. {0.7 0.95 0.7}medIUm == - -. 
L'M H 

. {om 0.6 0.95} (7)high == L' M' H . 

When Fj is numerical we use the 1l'-fuzzy sets (Pal 
& Pramanik, 1986) (in the one-dimensional form), 
with range [0, I], given as 

A
for -:0:; F; - c 1 :0:; A 

2
1 

for 0:0:; 1 F) - cl :0;; 
A (8)
2 

0,	 otherwise 

where It > 0 is the radius of the 1r-function with c as 
the central point. 

Let 0m.. and 0min denote the upper and lower 
bounds of the dynamic range of feature F, in all L pat
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F. F.]'w (Fj) Cmt ium (FjJ ChignlFi) 7min 1TlO~ 

f...·--- II ml!'(\iumCFjJ ·1 
~ lowlfj)/2 -·~I-·-- },high(Fjll2--l 

Fj' ---~-

FIGURE 2. Ovorlapping strLlClur-e ote .,.,." unc1ions for tl:tl! linguistic .perties low, mel!! urn, and high. 

TIl points, considering numerical values only. Then 
for t.he lh[(~ linguistic property sets we define 

(9) 

1 
Ahigh (F) = (FJmax - C,nedlum( 1';) ) } jdenom 

wh re/deno is a parame er controlling the extent of 
0\crlappLn . 

3.1. Olltptll 'ector epr CIIt ron 

In real~hfi' problems, the data are generally ill-defined 
with 0 lapping or fuzzy class boundaries such that 

a<,:b pattern used in training may possess finite be
longillgn~ to more than one class. To model each data 
we clamp the desired membership values, lying in the 
11 ng~ lO, I], a e output nodes during training. Then 
wben a separat set of test patterns is presented at the 
input .ayer, teo tpu nodes are able to generate the 

membership vaJ es of the patterns to the corre
!:lPQnding classes. 

For an I~ as problem domain, the membership of 
th ith pattern 0 class Ck, Iy'ng in the range [0, 1), is 
define as 

where Z,k is the weighted distance between the it pat
tern and the mean of the kth class and t e posit! e 
constants Fd and Fe are the denominationa and ex
ponential fuzzy generators controlling the amount of 
fuzziness in this class-membership set. .owever when 
the pattern classes are nonfuzzy, Z,k of eqn ( 12) may 
be set to °for a particular class and infinity for the 
remaining classes, so that fLk( FI) = {O, I}. 

Then for the ith input pattern we define the desired 
output of the jth output nod as 

( (3) 

During testing, the output of the jth output neuron 
denotes the inferred membership value ofa test pattern 
to the jth class. 

3.3. T- orRl nd T-ConMm 

We consider two special cases of the conjugate pair of 
t-norm T and t-conorm S (Turksen, 1986), namely, 
min max and product probabilistic sum operators to 
represent the And and Or nodes at the hidden and oul
put layers respectively. At the And nodes in the. idden 
layer we use T(a, b) = a /\ b and at the Or nodes in 
the output layer we have S( a, b) = a vb. The min 
Tmand max sm operators are defined as 

T'"(a, b) = min(a, b) 

S"'(a, b) = max(a, b) (14 ) 

and the product TP and probabilistic sum SP operators 
are given as 

( 12) P(a, b) = abflkCF,) = (7 )F' 
1 + ;: SP( a, b) = a + b - ab ( 15) 

cl 
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such that TP(a, b) ~ T'n(a, b) < sm(a, b) ~ SP(a, 
b) and (TP, SP), (Tm , sm) are the two special cases of 
the conjugate pair ( T, S). 

Let ~s consider the three-layered model as shown in 
Figure I with H = 2, such that there are 111 and 112 

neurons in the layers h = 0 and I, respectively. The 
output yJof the jth neuron in the first layer is defined 
as 

y} = T(Stv?, WJ,), . .. , S(y?", wJn,)]. (16) 

Here the input vector is in the 311-dimensional space 
of eqn (6), y? is the output of neuron i in the input 
layer as defined by eqn (3), w~ denotes the correspond
ing connection weight and i = 1, ... , nl' The T op

J,. 
eration is performed over all n I S operation outputs 
corresponding to the neurons in the input layer. 

Analogously, the output yr in the second layer is 
given as 

y~ = S[ T(yJ, wL), ... , T(Y~2' wln,) 1 ([ 7) 

where y} (for j = I, ... , 112) is given by eqn (16) and 
the S operation is performed over all n2 T operation 
outputs corresponding to the neurons in the first layer. 

Note that for the probabilistic sum operator Sf', the 
output is computed iteratively as 

such that 

( [8) 

for j = 1, 2, ... , 11 - 2, where 

(19) 

3.4. Fuzzy Implication 

It is to be mentioned that the pair TP and SP of eqn 
( 15) are interactive and their results depend on the 
values of both the arguments. However, the lattice op
erations T m and sm of eqn (14) are completely non
interactive. Hence we use various implication operators 
to introduce different amounts of interaction during 
back propagation of errors with the T m and S'" oper
ations. 

For two variables X and Y, we have the crisp im
plication operator defined as 

I if Xc; Y 
X - Y = IIX C Y II = . (20)

{ o otherwise. 

This is observed to cause either activity or disactivity 
depending upon the individual conditions. To alleviate 
this problem, we introduce some interaction between 

the two vari bles using fuzzy concepts. A few fuzzy 
implication operators (Turksen, 1989) used to inc?r
porate a degree of the amount of inclusion or contalll
ment are given below. 

• Lukasiewicz 

11 x c: YII = T'" ( 1, 1 X I Y) (2 t) 

• Kleene-Dienes-Lukasiewicz 

II X C Y II = 1  X +XY (22) 

• Kleene-Dienes 

IIXC YII = S"'(l - X, Y) (23) 

• Early Zadeh 

IIXC YII = S"'[T"'(X, Y), (I - X)] (24) 

where the S'" and T'" operators are as defined in eqn 
( (4). It is to be noted that these operators introduce 
various degrees of mutual interaction between the two 
variables and hence their choice may be application 
dependent. 

3.5. The Back Propagation Algorithm Based on 
Logical Operations 

Use of logical operators in place of the more conven
tional weighted sum and sigmoid functions ofthe MLP 
necessitates the modification of the derivatives involved 
in the traditional back propagation scheme (Rumelhart 
& McClelland, 1986; Hinton, 1987). The LMS error 
E of eqn (4) is minimized by the gradient-descent 
technique of eqn (5) with the restriction that 0 ~ w;: 
~ 1 for 0 ~ h ~ 2. This is done by first truncating each 
weight update CJ.w~i(t) so that 0:$ ICJ.wJ~( t) I :$ 0.1 and 
then truncating the corresponding w~ values. The error 
derivative aE/ aWJ' is computed as 

aE = aE ay~/ 
(25)aWjl aYJ awJ, 

For the output layer (h = H) we substitute 

aE 
-;- = yJl - d]. (26)aYJ 

In case of the hidden layer we use 

a 11+1 a h<·1 

aE = L aE ~ = L (y~/- dk)~ (27) 
aYJ kay] aYJ k ay; 

where neurons j and k lie in layers hand h + 1, re
spectively. 

In order to evaluate the derivative ayj I aWj, of eqn 
(25), for h > 0, let us define 

smh = T[S()/r l , w;ll), ... , S(y;'~i, w~'0~')' 

h-I II-I) S(yh- I wI/-I)]S(Y,+l, Wj(i+I) , ... } "I' )n) 

if h = I, and 

smh = S[ T(y1- 1
, wJI'), ... , T(y7~1" W;0~l), 

T(Y7,-:i, WJ(~tl»)' ... , T(y;:~I, wt~l)] (28) 

otherwise, where the T(S) operation at layer h is per
formed over all! = I, ... , i-I, i + 1, ... , nl (n2)S{T) 
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operation outputs from the neurons in the preceding 
layer h - 1, provided I of. i, for h = 1(2), respectively;. 
111so 1 t 

S(y;'-I , wj~-I) if h = 1 
Sin;' = (29){ T(y;,-I , w;~-J) otherwise. 

Using eqns (16), (17), (28), and (29), we have 

a 
- [T(smh, sm7)] if h = 1 

ay7 = aWJ' 
(30)aWJl [ a . 

-a [S(smh,smn] otherwise 
wJ1 

ere t e (-norm Tand t-conorm S are given by either 
eqns ( 14) or 15) in order to model the logical operators 
And and Or. 

3.5.1. J'vfax and Min Operators Using any of the im
ication operators from eqns (20)-(24) and eqns (28) 

and (29) in eqn (30), we compute the derivative 
ayj I aWji for the conjugate pair (Tm , sm) as 

ayj'	 {IIW~-I C y7- 1 II * Ilsmh C sm~r II if h = 2 
- =	 (31) 
aWI1 .lly7- 1 c wj~-I II * IIsm7 C sm"ll otherwise 

where h > O. Similarlv. the sensitivitv measure 
ayVaYj from the hth laye~' by eqn (27), the h = 2, is 
eva,uated as 

Jy(;	 . 
-a" "" IlyZ-1 C wj:.:-I II * 115m" C smZ II (32) 

Yl 

I ere smh and smZ are given by eqns (28) and (29) 
'j 1 k substituted for i. 

3.5,2. Product and Probabilistic Sum Operators. On 
the other hand, for the conjugate pair (TP, SP) using 
eqns (15), (18), (19), and (28)-(30), we have 

Analogously, we compute the sensitivity measure as 

8y(;
-a'.. = (J - sm") W;k- 1 ( 34 ) 

)', 

. uhstituting the values ofayj' I aWj' and ayZ! aYJ from 
eqlls (31) and (32) or eqns (33) and (34), as the case 
may be, into eqns (25) and (27) enables one to evaluate 
t.he error derivative aEI awp of eqn (5) and thereby up
date the connection weights during training. This con
stitutes the back propagation algorithm for a network 
incorporating logical nodes. 

3.5.3. Varialion of c and a. The heuristic scheme for 
va ying (; and a to speed up the convergence to a min
imu 1 error solution is the same as explained in Pal 
and Mitra ( 1992). Here, the (; of eqn (5) is gradually 
decreased in discrete steps, taking values from the cho-

S .'vfitra and S K Pal 

sen set {2, 1, 0.5, OJ, 0.1, 0.05, 0.0 I, 0.005, 0.00 I}, 
while the momentum factor a is also decreased. 

Let the various values of c be indicated by Co = 2, 
(;1 = 1, ... , cq = 0.00 1 such that (;, indicates that (i + 
1)th value of c. Let ao = 0.9 and al = a2 = ... = a q 

= 0.5. We use 

'. = if MSE(nt - kn) - MSE(nt) < 0{i+	 t 
I (35) 

i otherwise 

where i "" 0 initially, Ic I = q + I and 0 < 0 ~ 0.000 1. 
Note that MSE( nt) is the mean square error at the end 
of the nlth sweep through the l aining set and len is a 
positive integer such that MSE is sampled at intervals 
of kn sweeps. The process is terminated when i > q 
and cq = 0.001. 

At convergence, the proposed logical version of the 
MLP is expected to have learned the relationship be
tween the input-output representations of the training 
patterns. This is the desired pattern classifier. The con
nection weights encode among themselves the knowl
edge base of the problem under consideration. 

4.	 RULE GEN ON OM TIlE 
J 'D OGle L NEU ~L NET 

After the design and training of the network is complete, 
it is expected to be able to infer the correct classification 
for the test data. Handling of imprecise inputs is pos
sible and natural decision is obtained associated wit 
a certainty measure denoting the confidence in the de
cision. The procedure for rule generation and infer
encing in the fuzzy MLP (involving no logical opera
tors) was reported in Mitra and Pal (1992,1993). Here 
we discuss this aspect for the proposed logical model. 
Figure 3 gives an overall view of the various stages in
volved in the process ofinferencing and rule generation. 
Thereby the model functions as a fuzzy connectionist 
expert system. 

4.1.	 Input Represenhltioo 

The input for a test pattern can be in quantitative, lin
guistic, or set forms or a combination of these. It is 
represented as memberships to the three primary lin
guistic properties low, medium, and high as in eqn (6), 
modeled as 7l'-functions. 

4.1.1. Quanlilative Form, When the information is in 
exact numerical form like ~ is f'l, say, we determine 
the membership values for the different linguistic fea
ture properties low, medium, and high in the corre
sponding 3-dimensional space of eqn (6) by the 7l'
function using eqns (8)-( 11). 

4.1.2. Linguistic Form. When the input is given as F; 
is prop (say), where prop stands for any of the primary 
linguistic properties low, medium, or high, the mem
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the inferencing and rule generation phase of the proposed fuzzy logical neural network. 

bership values in the 3-dimensional space of eqn (6) eqns (9)-( 11), and Ii(rl) is computed as explained 
are assigned using the 7r-sets of eqn (7). above. 

t The proposed model can also handle the linguistic Similarly, for an input FJ is greater than 1'1, the 
hedges (Pal & MandaI, 1992) ver.y' more, or less and expression becomes
 
not using the Concentration (Con) and Dilation (Oil)
 

{Il( 1'1 1}1/2 if rl:S; Cprop
operators (Pal & Outta Majumder, 1986). We use /l(greater than rJ) =	 (41 ) 

{ { Il( 1"1) } 2 otherwise. 
very low ~ {Con(L), Con(M), ConCH)} 

This also holds for the modifier more than. very medium ~ {Con(L), Dil(M), ConCH)} 
Input information of the form F, is between 1', and 

very high ~ {Con(L), Con(M), ConCH)} (36) 1'2 or F; is less than 1"2 and (but greater than 1'1 may be 
modeled as the geometric mean of the two componentand
 
membership values as
 

more or less low ~ {Con(L), Dil(M), Dil(H)}
 
Il( between 1"1 and 1'2)
 

more or less medium ~ {Dil(Ll, Con(M), Dil(H)} 
= {/l(less than 1'2) *Il(greater than rl)} 1/2. (42) 

more or less high ~ {Dil(Ll, Dil(M), ConCH)} (37) 
If any input feature FJ is not available or missing,

where IiCon(A) = {IiA (x) F and IiDiJ(A) = {IiA (x) } 1/2. 
we clamp the three corresponding neurons xZ = X~+2

The hedge not is defined as 
= XZ+2 = 0.5, such that k = (j - 1)*3 + 1. Here 1 

IlnOI(A) = [ - /lA(X), (38) :::;: k::s;; 3n, I :::;: j :::;: nand 3n indicates the number of 
neurons in the input layer. We use 

4.1.3. Set Form. Here the input is a mixture of lin . . {0.5 0.5 0.5}guistic hedges and quantitative terms. Because the lin	 no informatIOn"" - -  (43)
L'M'H

guistic term increases the impreciseness in the infor
mation, the membership value of a quantitative term as 0.5 represents the most ambiguous value in the fuzzy 
should be lower when modified by a hedge (Pal & Man membership concept. We also tag these input neurons 
daI, 1992). The modifiers used are about, less than, with noinfZ = noinfZ+ 1 = noinf2+2 = l. Note that in 
greater than, and between. all other cases the variable noinf~ is tagged with a for 

For an input 0 is about 1'1, we use	 the corresponding input neuron k, indicating absence 
of ambiguity in its input information.

(39) 

where F) = rl is the quantitative input. Note that Ii( 1"1)
 

is computed in the corresponding 3-dimensional space 4.2. Forward Pass
 
of eqn (6) by 7r-functions using eqns (8 )-( 11).
 Associated with each neuron j in layer h + 1 are 

When the input under consideration is F; is less than • its confidence estimation factor conf;+I; 
1'1, the expression becomes •	 a variable unknownJ+1 providing a measure of the 

weighted information from the preceding ambiguous 
(40) neurons i in layer h having noinf(' = 1; 

•	 a variable known)h+1 giving a measure of the weighted 

where cpwp denotes C(ow, Cmedinm, and C("gh, for each of information from the (remaining) nonambiguous 

the corresponding three overlapping partitions as in preceding neurons with noinf:' = O. 
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Or neUTO j in I yer h > 0 we define 

unkno m; 
={T[ CJ'7-'.W;'I'), ,sCv~:~',w;~~')] for h = 1 

[ [(y~'-l) 1v71-1)~ ) T(y~~l) ":;~~l)] othelwise 

(44 ) 

and 

unden; = L w;;-' (45) 

fond I i <!\.,jng oinf7- 1 = 1, where i = 1, ... , n, (n2) 
for h = I (2), and 

known;' 

T[S(yt' . ...;, '), ... , S(Y~~', w;~~)] for h = 1 

= { '['T(ylJ-lwh-l) T("IJ.j \V1i-,)]
10.. • J I J[ , ••• , J n1. ) }n2 otherwise 

(46) 

far II i with l1oinf~'-1 = 0, where T and S stand for the 
onjugat air of{-norm and t-conorm defined in eqns 

(I ) and ( 15>. Here 1he T( S) operation at layer h is 
perform(~ ov" all nl(n2) 5'(T) operation outputs from 
the neurons 10 lhe preceding layer h - I for h = I (2), 
respectively. T lis is done eeping in mind the And-Or 
slructure of the no es in the hidden and output layers 
as given by e ns ( 16) and ( 17). For h > 0 we have 

if known;' > unknown; for h = I 

if known;' < unknown;' for h = 2 

otherwise. 

(47) 

I 0 that th lations in eqn (47) are opposite for h 
= I and 2. This is b cause we apply the T and S 
operat rs in opposile sequences for the two layers in 
eqns (44 and (46) while deriving unknown; and 
known;, respeclive!y. 

Usingeqns{ 6),( 7),and(44)-(47),wedefine 

Ii 

_Y_J_ if noinf" = 1 and h> 0d Ii )
eonf h = unenJ (48) 

J [ Y; othelwise. 

If there 1 no neuron) with noinf;t = 1, then the 
system finalizes the decision inferred irrespective of 
whether the inp l information is complete or partial. 
1n Ih (.; e f artial inputs, this implies the presence 
of all the necessar.l' fealLl s required for taking the de
cision. I may be m ntione at the weights (learned 
du ing lralllin }, thaI constitute the knowledge base in 
an encod d for ,play an i portant part in determin
Ing whet e a missing' nput feature information is es-
entia} ro the 11' al .nfeTred decision or not. This is be

cause these weights are used in computing the 
noinf7 for the neur I1S by eqns (44)-(47) and these 
in rurn determine whether the inferred decision may 
b taken. 

S Mitra and S K Pal 

A certainty measure (for each output neuron) i .. 
defined as 

y"
eer1' ! = ._-'-- (49), L y;1

I 

where 0 ~ certJ
H ~ 1. The hig.her the value of cert~; 

the lower is the difficully in deciding an output c ass j 
and hence the greater is the degree 0 certainly 0 the 
output decision. Depending on the vaJue 0 certJI, the 
final inferred output may be gi 'ell in natura fonn i 
respective of whether the input is fuuy / deterministic 
and complete /partial. 

I f the system is able to finalize the decision al h's 
stage, then we move on to Ih justification phase. Olh
erwise, we go through the querying phase i ' an a tempt 
to obtain more input inforn alion. This scheme call e 
visualized from the block diagram in Figure 3. 

4.3. Querying 

If the system has not yet reached conclusions at all the 
output neurons to complete the session, it must find 
an input neuron with unknown activation and ask tbe 
user for its val ue. If there is any neuron) i he ouLput 
layer H with noinf)' = 1 by t'Qrl (47), we begin the 
querying phase. 

We select the unknown output neuron j, from 
among the neurons with noj.nf;t = J such that conf;{ 
by eqn (48) (among them) is maximum. This enables 
starting the process at an output curon that is most 
certain among the ambiguous neurons in order to de
termine that unknown input f~tllre whose value would 
make the output neuron under consideration nonam
biguous. 

We pursue the path from neuronj, it I yer H, in a 
top-down manner, to find the 21.1 biguous neuron i I in 
the preceding layer (h = H - 1) with t e greatest a 
solute influence on neuron)I' This process is repeated 
down to the input layer (h = 0). e select i = i, such 
that with noinf7 = I, for 0 ~ h < If - I. we have 

S( W)'"" Y7,) = min [S( w;'", y~1 )] for h = 0 , 

T( w]," ,Y7.) = max (T( \r:~, .Ji~)] otherwise. (50) 
I 

For node i l in the input layer(h = 0), the model Queries 
the user for the value of the corresponding i p l featur~ 

til such that 

Uj = (il - I )mod 3 + 1 (5l) 

where 1 ~ i I ~ 3n and 1 ~ U I :=; n. 
Note that if a missing input variable by eqn (43) is 

queried and found to be missing once again, we now 
tag it as unobtainable. This implies that the value of 
this variable will not be availa Ie for the remainder of 
this session. The inferencing mechanism treats such 
variables as known with values XO = XO = XO =k, ~ k,+lk,+2 
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0.5 but with noinfZI = noinf21+1 = noinfZ,+2 = asuch 
thatk l = (UI - 1)*3 + 1. We now have 

• C . {0.5 0.5 D.5}101onnatlon == - - - (52)L'M'J-f . 

The difference from eqn (43) in the value of noinf2 
and its effect in the confidence estimation and evalu
ation of variables noinf;, known}l, unknown; (for h 
> 0) by eqns (44 )-( 48) may be noted. The response 
from an unobtainable input variable can allow the 
neuron activations in the folJowing layers to become 
nonambiguous with noinfi' = 0 such that an output 
decision may finally be inferred. This is unlike the be
havior of a missing variable. Besides, a missi ng variable 
has a temporary value of 0.5 that may be changed later 
in the session, whereas an unobtainable variable has a 
known final value of 0.5. 

4.4. Justification 

In this phase the user can ask the system why it inferred 
a particular conclusion. The system answers with an 
If Then rule, applicable to the case at hand, in terms 
of the salient input features. It is to be noted that these 
If Then rules are not represented explicitly in the en
coded knowledge base (trained neural net); they are 
generated by the inferencing systeln from the connec
tion weights as and when needed for explanations. As 
the model has already inferred a cond usion (in this 
stage), we take a subset of the currently known input 
information to justify this decision. 

4.4. I. Path Generation by Backtracking. Let the user 
ask for justification about a conclusion regarding class 
j. Starting from the output layer h = H, the process 
continues in a top-down manner until the input layer 
(h = 0) is reached. In the first step, for layer H, we 
select those neurons i in the preceding layer that have 
a positive impact on the conclusion at output neuron 
j. Hence we choose neuron i of layer H - 1 if Wj'{-l > 
O. Let the set of InH-! neurons of layer H - 1, so se
lected, be denoted as {a~-I, a!j-I, ... , a:tr:~I} and let 
their connection weights to neuron) in layer H be given 
by the set {weta H, -I = wjr;-I J, ... ,wetaH-' = wjr;-I }.

mH_1 mH_1 

For the remaining layers we obtain the maximum 
weighted paths through these neurons down to the input 
layer. 

We select neuron i in layer 0 :s h < H -- 1 if 

Y7 > 0.5, and 

wet,. = m~.;cl [wetaZ+ 1 + W~k') (53)a, 

provided that W~k' > O. Let the set of mil neurons so 
h . b{hhy all aZ i •.. , a mh andh'elf cu-C osen e given k} t 

mulative link weights to neuron j in layer H along the 
maximum weighted path be, respectively, {weta~, 

weta~,' .. , weta;:,J by eqn (53). Note thatthis heuristic 

ensures that each of the selected Inh neurons have a 
signincant output response y~l. In other words, this 
helps selecting paths along which each pair of neurum 
possess significant positive correlation or influence on 
each other. 

Let the process of eqn (53) result in mo chosen neu
rons(paths) in(from) the input layer (h = 0). These 
neurons indicate inputs that are known and have con
tributed to the ultimate positivity of the conclusion at 
neuron) in the output layer H. It may happen that Ino 

= 0, such that no clear justification may be provided 
for a particular input-output case. This implies that 
no suitable path can be selected by eqn (53) and the 
process terminates. 

Let the set of the selected mo input neurons be given 
by {a?, a~, ... , a~lo} and their corresponding path 
weights to neuron) in layer H be denoted as {weta?, 
weta~, ... , weta?n.}' as obtained by eqn (53). We ar
range these neurons in the decreasing order of their net 
impacts, where we define the net impact for neuron i 
as 

Then we generate clauses for an If Then rule from this 
ordered list until 

(54) 

where is indicates the input neurons selected for the 
clauses and i" denotes the input neurons remammg 
from the set {a?, ag, ... , a~} such that 

I is I + I in I = mo 

and Iis I, Ii" I refer, respectively, to the number of neu
rons selected and remaining from the said set. This 
heuristic allows selection of those currently active input 
neurons contributing the most to the final conclusion 
(among those lying along the maximum weighted paths 
to the output node j) as the clauses of the antecedent 
part of a rule. It also enables the currently active test 
pattern inputs (current evidence) to influence the gen
erated knowledge base (connection weights learned 
during training) in producing a rule to justify the cur
ren/ inference (decision regarding the current test pat
tern). The model can therefore function as a fuzzy 
connectionist expert system. The service of a human 
expert may be used at this stage to verify the logic of 
the rule generated by the model in support of the cur
rently inferred decision. This may help in building the 
confidence of the user in the efficiency of the system. 
These rules could also be used as the knowledge base 
for a traditional classification-type expert system for 
the problem under consideration. 

4.4.2. Clause Generation. For a neuron is, in the input 
layer (h = 0) selected for clause generation, the cor
responding input feature us, is obtained as in eqn (51 ) 
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!'uch that I.::::; u" .::::; 11 and I .::::; i" .::::; 311. The antecedent 
o Ii rul is given in 1111guistic form wi th the linguistic 
property eing det mined as 

law jf iI, - 3(u" - t) = I 

prop = 
( 

medium 

high 

if iI, - 3(u" 

otherwise. 

- I) = 2 (55) 

Tbe 3-dimensional compon nt for the input feature 
us, correspon to the appropriate part of the test pattern 
veClQr [given in quantitative, linguistic, or set form and 
convened to the respective 3-dimensional space by 
eqn (6) J. 

Suppose the rele .nl il Dul feature had been initially 
!'u plied in inguistic form as medium with the indi
vidua compoTlents given by eqn (7). The neuron i" 

selec1ed for c au e gen ration (as described above) can 
result in re' wre U'I corresponding to any of the prop
er i s (low, medi urn, or high) by eqn (55). This is pri
marily determin d 'j the connection weight magni
tudes Tlcoded during training. However, the test pattelll 
C{ mpone 1 a nltl1des at the input also playa part in 
d ermining whether tbe input neuron i" can be se
lected. In the exa lP e uDder consideration, the input 
fl>atur~ components eing {0.7, 0.95, O.7}, the lin
g i ti' projXTty pr p can be low or medium or high 
by eqns (5 )-( -5) and i not constrained to be medium 
only, enc€': fenure properties highlighted for the input 
patl'rn may 1 ecessarily be reflected in a similar 
manner while lecting the feature us, for a clause of 
the rult. In fact. slicb an input feature component may 
aJso not be selected at all as an antecedent clause. 

A ling- die hedg very, more or less, or not may be 
aHad] t the hngui~tic property in the antecedent 
part, if necessary. \Ve use the mean square distance 
d( fI", pr",) bet "en the 3-dimensional input val ues 
(compol e lis of the attern vector) at the neurons cor
respunding .0 fe.ature U'I and the linguistic property 
pro obtained from u" by eqn (55), with or without 
mo<hfie rs, represented as pi"m' The corresponding 3

imensiona values for prm corresponding to prop are 
given b)' the respective norm from eqn (7) (with no 
m Hiers) and by eqns (36)- (38) with the modifiers 
very, more or less, and not, respectively (applied to the 
.said arm). The prm for which d(u,1' prm) is the min
imum is selected s the antecedent clause corresponding 
to real me u" (or neuron isl ) for the rule justifying the 
COlle lIsion rega di g output neuron j. 

The roce{)me is repeated for all the I i.; I neurons 
selected. y eqn (54) to generate a set of antecedent 
clauses for thE' rule regarding inference at output node 
j. The r1aus s arc conjunctive when the corresponding 
g 'ncraled paths bifw;cate at layer 1 nodes and are dis
j nctive hen t.he said bifurcation occurs at layer 2 
nodes. This follows from the And-Or structure of the 
netw rk given by eqns ( 16) and ( 17). Note that the 
selec ed clauses correspond to the salient input features 
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(determined both by the connection weight magnitudes 
learned during training as well as the inpul na ure 
components of the test prltlern under consid>ration). 
All input features (of the test patlern) need not nec
essarily be selected for antecedent cia se generation. 

4.4.3. Consequenl Deduction. The consequent part of 
the rule can be stated in quantitative form as mem
bership value y;' to class j. owever a more nalural 
form of decision can also be provided for the class j, 
having significant membership value y;'"', considering 
the value of cert:' by eqn (49). 

For the linguistic output form we use 
I. very likely for 0.8 .::::; cert;' .::::; 1, 
2. likely for 0.6 .::::; celi;' < 0.8, 
3. more or less likely for 0.4 s cert;' < 0.6, 
4. not unlikely for 0.1 .::::; cert;' < 0.4, 
5. unable to recognize for cert:' < 0.1. 

4.4.4, bxample. Consider the network given i Fi ure 
4 demonstrating a simple rule generation instance re
garding class I. Let the paths be generated y eqn (53). 
A sample set of connection weights w:~, input activation 
y? ' and corresponding linguistic labels are depicted in 
the figure. The solid and dotted-dashed paths (that have 
been selected) terminate at -nput neurons is and in' 
respectively, as determined by eqn (54). The dashed 
lines indicate the paths nOl sel·ted by eqn (53), lIsing 
the w~ and y;' values in the process. Let the certain ly 
measure for the output neuron un er cOllsideratioi he 
0.7. Then the rule generated by We model in this case 
to justify its conclusion regarding class 1 wo Id e 

If F, is (hedge) medium A D F2 is (hedge) medium 
then likely class I. 

Note that the hedge corresponding to each antecedenl 
clause is determined by the minimum distance criterion 
as explained earlier. It may be observed from Figul' 4 
that the input feature F 2 corresponds to the linguistic 
property high. However the clause rel'lted to F2 con
stitutes the linguistic property medium (for is = 5, U, 

= 2, nel impact = 0.7). The connection weight mag
nitudes play an important par1 in this process. In this 
case, the net path weights by eqn (54), at the end of 
the clause selection process, are found to be 2.1 (= 1.1 
+ 1.0) and 0.7 for the selected is and not selected in 
neurons respectively such that 2.1 > 2 *O. 7. 

5. I -lP ElVIE T T10 AN RESLILTS 

The proposed three-layered logical ne nal net was 'ed 
on vowel data and four sets (H, X, X I, L) of artificially 
generated patterns. The vowel cia a consisted of a I 

of 871 Indian Telugu vowel sounds ( 1& Dutta Ma
jumder, 1977) uttered in a consonant-vowel-consonant 
context by three male speakers in the age group of 3Q
35 years. The data set had three features; F, ' F2 , ane! 
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FIGURE 4. An example to demonstrate the rule generation scheme by backtracking. 

F3 corresponding to the first, second, and third formant the four sets (H, X, XI, L) of artificially generated 
frequencies obtained through spectrum analysis of the pattern classes consisted of 880 pattern points in the 
speech data. Figure 5 shows a 2-dimensional projection 20 feature space F I - F2 . These are depicted in Figures 
of the 3-dimensional feature space of the six vowel 6-9. Note that the region of 110 pattern points was mod
classes (a, a, i, u, e, 0) in the F i - F2 plane. Each of eled as the class none (no class). The pattern set H 
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C ll1Sl.\) ~d of SIX classes. the sets X and X 1 possessed
 
three classes, seL L was made up of two classes. The
 
mput was represented ill t e 3n -dimensional linguistic
 
fOrm of e .n (6). he network was trained using perc%
 
samples from each I presentative pattern class of the
 
data set. We scI cted jdenom = 0.8 in eqns ( 10) and
 
( ! ! ), Fd ~,Fe = I in eqn (12) and len = 10. (; =
 

O.	 l' n (35) afte several experiments. 
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r~rfimnanc O' the raining set. The output, after a 
fluml1er of u d' ting steps, is considered a per/ecl match 
if the value ofeach output lu'uron .v;' is within a margin 
of 0.1 1f the esired menlbcrship value dF This is a 
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stricter criterion than the best match, where we test 
whether the jth neuron output rJ! has tl e ma:imum 
activation when the ith componen d) of he d sired 
output vector also has the highest value, provided y{f 
> 0.5. 

Here MSE, perfect matl.:hp, and best match b refer 
to the training set and 1\' SE( and overall best score t 
are indicative of the test set r mainmg ( 100 - perc) % 
samples]. Besides the criterion for b is stricter than 
that for I in the sense that l denotes simp y the lest 

match and b indicates the best match provided thai 
y~ > 0.5 when tiJ > 0.5. ence sometime we ohserv 
I to be greater than h. Note lhat I , L. KDL, KD. and 
EZ refer to the Crisp, Lukasiewicz, Kl ene-Dienes.-
Lukasiewicz, Kleene-Diel1e-" and E'rly z· deh opera
tors respectively by eqns (20 )-( 24) used durin back 
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TABLE 1
 
Output Performance tor Vowel Dah"
 

Logical 
Fuzzy 

p KDL 0 
Model Used 

Hidden Nodes m 20 22 20 20 22 

Perfect p (%) 3.6 8.3 0.0 22.4 0.0 
Best b (%) 74.2 74.2 20.0 91.8 87.1 
MSE 0.036 0.031 0.077 0.011 0.027 
T B(%) 31.2 24.6 9.3 44.6 69.8 
e 0'(%) 76.5 93.8 975 65.4 72.8 
s i(%) 90.2 92.2 96.7 79.2 81.8 
t u(%) 800 93.5 859 883 85.9 
s e(%) 75.1 62.3 15.8 75.0 75.0 
e 0(%) 86.5 779 3.0 85.7 87.2 
t Overall t (%) 77.8 77.1 48.8 76.8 80.1 

MSE, 0.042 0.047 0.072 0.046 0.04 

propagation of error) for the conjugate pair (Tn, sm) 
of eqn (14) and P refers to the logical operators (TP, 
SP) of eqn ( 15). The performance of the fuzzy MLP 
(Pal & Mitra, 1992) (with no logical operators) is given 
under fuzzy (0) while the conventional MLP (with 
inputs in the range [0, 1] and crisp output decision) is 
denoted as hard (0'). 

5.1.1. Jl(Jwel Data. Table I compares the performance 
of the proposed logical model and the fuzzy version 
(with no logical operators) on the vowel data using one 
hidden layer with In hidden nodes and perc = 10. The 
fuzzy model 0 gave the best performance. Note that 
the traditional hard version of the MLP provided very 
poor results and hence the details are not included here. 
This is perhaps because the three-layered hard MLP is 
unable to classify the given vowel data having fuzzy 
class separation. The use of linguistic input features 
(incorporating more local information of the feature 
space) and fuzzy output membership values alleviates 
this problem in the other models. 

Effects offuzzification at the input and output were 

investigated in detail using the logical model P with m 
= 20 hidden nodes. The amount of overlapping between 
the linguistic properties low, medium, and high was 
varied by altering the radius of the 7r-function corre
sponding to the linguistic set medium. Let Amedium = 

Inos* Amedium where Inos = I for the value of Amedium 

given by eqn (9) . As we decreaseInos, the radi us Amedium 

decreases around Cmedium such that ultimately there is 
insignificant overlapping between the 7r-functions me
dium and low or medium and high. On the other hand, 
as we increasefnos the radius "medium increases around 
CmedlUm such that the amount of overlapping between 
the 7r-functions increases. In general, there was no pro
nounced change in the output performance with vari
ation in input overlapping. However, it was observed 
that a very large amount of overlapping among the lin
guistic properties of the input feature lead to poorer 
recognition scores. It was also noticed that very small 
overlapping (for low values of/nos) sometimes resulted 
in poor performance. This is because in such situations 
certain regions along the feature axis J:j go underrep
resented such that ~JOW(Flj)(F,), ~medIUm(Flj,(F,) and 

TABLE 2 
Effect of FUlzification at Output for Vowel Data 

Fd = 2 3 4 5 

F = e 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 

Perfect p (%) 34.2 34.2 25.9 29.5 27.1 55.3 40.0 43.6 60.0 50.6 
Bestb (%) 69.5 78.9 80.0 83.6 84.7 85.9 70.6 71.8 71.8 61.2 
MSE 0.006 0.007 0.014 0.008 0.01 0.005 0.007 0004 0.004 0.006 
T B(%) 66.3 76.8 78.9 77.9 82.1 82.1 67.3 87.3 72.6 54.7 
e a(%) 51.1 46.5 51.1 0.0 37.2 2.3 72.1 0.0 53.4 65.1 
s i(%) 99.2 100. 100. 97.1 90.7 93.5 85.0 94.2 97.1 88.5 
t u(%) 48.9 65.9 82.9 53.2 63.8 52.1 24.4 0.0 1.0 0.0 
S 
e 

c (%) 
0(%) 

87.3 
77.0 

85.3 
91.3 

84.4 
90.4 

90.7 
91.3 

93.6 
89.4 

93.6 
93.3 

95.6 
94.7 

88.7 
92.8 

92.6 
93.3 

99.5 
76.5 

t Overall t (%) 77.6 84.1 86.1 81.0 83.9 82.1 80.2 75.2 78.1 72.2 
MSE, 0.007 0009 0.015 0009 0.014 0.005 0009 0.004 0.003 0006 
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TABLE 3 
'Ou~pul Performance for Pattern se H 

Fuzzy d 

Model Used 
Logical P 0 0' 

Hiddei1 Nodes m 10 11 12 13 12 2 

Parfee t p (%) 1.2 0.0 2.4 7.0 65,2 0.0 
Best b (x,) 80.3 83.8 88.4 87.2 100,0 98.9 
MSE 0.046 0.042 0.039 0.0 8 O,()04 0017 
T 1 (%) 723 84.0 85.1 76.6 76.6 95,7 
e 2(%) 91. 81.4 8 .4 84.6 89.1 94.2 
s 3(%) 81. 4.2 83.5 86.9 96,5 136.3 
t 4(%) 83.8 81.9 83.2 83.2 92,9 80.0 
s 5(%) 83.1 83.1 81.0 63.1 86,3 100,0 
e 6(%) 85.8 84.4 91.9 87.8 91,2 91,2 
t Overall (%) 83.7 3.1 84.5 84.2 89,8 90,3 

MSE, 0.059 0.058 0.057 0.062 0,026 0.025 

Ilhl ~(i,)I(F,) attain small vaiues; but this should not be 
lhe case, and <lny pa tern should have at least one 
of these m~m !"Ship values as high (>0.5) (Pal 
& Mitra. 992). 

Tahl . 2 demons. ates the variation in performance 
of the: above-m ntioned logical model P with di A:erent 
amount.:' {)f fuzzine5$ <It ) e outpul Here F d and Fe of 
q (12) were vaned as $ own. ote that now d; of 

cqn ( 13) consists of [ nOJuero com nents for an L
clas pro em domain. This. is the fully fuzzified output 
rcpres.l!nh'llion and is unlike the scheme of Pal and Mi
tra (199_); also us d here '11 Table [ and in the other 
resultS} Iliat inv()lves one or mare nonzero components 
corresponding 10 tJl raining set samples. It is to be 
Dot'J hat hlg r value of Fe a.r d lower values of Fd 

hcolp ill enban ing til co lrast among the output mem
bershJp 'a1u~s and gl!nerally I <ld to a higher recognition 
score. However loo high contrast (very low Fd ) resu'ted 
in poor perl nnanCi;:. e logical model P of Table 2 
(""1th ult fuzzified outpLll representation) has good 
:)..,erall performance (better ilan model P with the same 
l1etw 1k architecture in Ta le 1) for Fd = 2 with F~ = 

2.4, ,n( Fu = ~ wit Pe = 4 (corresponding to high 

contrast). It is revealed und r investigation thaL thi~ 

choice of parameter val es enables t e memh rship 
function curves of the various altern class . t rep
resent the dynamic range of the given attern points 
more suitably. The claS$WI'e recognition score in most 
other cases of Fd - J:~ com in<ttions is seen to e rather 
poor, especially in the cases or classes a and u. 

5.1.2. ArtifiCiaLLy Generated Pal/ern Sets FOl.lf sets (l!, 
X, X I, L) of artificially gene aled aHem cI S!'i.eS ... 'e 
used to evaluate Lhc cliJsslfica~ory perfmm<lnce Clf lhc 
proposed logical model. W> us .d the l1'ee~lay red log
ical version of the neural net With perc = 10 and m 
nodes in the hidden laye , Both the con' ligate paiL· ( TP 
50") and (TTIl, Sin) ·e applied In he process. A com
parison in performance was also made wilh the fun_' 
model (with no logical operalots) and itS conventiunal 
hard counterpart. Tables 3-6 depict t le performance 
of the proposed neural network on l e four pattern 
sets, Note that the output vector in lhis case was n 'n
fuzzy with components d) = {O. [} in eqn ( 13). 

It is observed from Tabks 3 and 4 tha the co jugate 
pair (P, SP) (mode! P) ·5 capable of ill deling .he 

ABLE 4 
U1put ~rformance for Pattem Set X 

Logical P 
Fuzzy Hard 

Prod-Sum Sum-Sum 0 0' 
Model Used 

I-'~den NOOes m 8 9 10 11 '2 8 9 10 11 12 10 10 

Periectp (%) 2.3 12 23 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 793 16.1 
8.estt>(%} 839 851 88.5 86.2 79.3 65.6 65.6 656 65.6 656 100.0 93.1 
MSE 0.065 0058 0.053 0059 0069 0095 008 0.097 0078 0089 0003 0.043 
"T 1(%) 834 84.1 89.9 89.9 97.1 33.1 683 316 762 733 964 877 
ee 2(%) 86.2 869 877 934 86.2 608 63.7 188 76.8 666 94.2 86.2 
s NClle(%) 984 98.2 95.5 96.1 957 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.0 89.9 

Overall (%) 937 93.8 932 94.5 943 814 88.1 73.9 91.8 89.5 944 88.9 
MSE, 0.074 0.074 0.078 0.073 0.075 011 0092 0112 0.084 009 0.028 0.062 
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TABLE 5 
Output Performance for Pattern Sex X1 

Logical 

(Tm , sm) (JP, SP) 

KDL L P P Fuzzy Hard 
Model Used Min-Max Min-Max Prod-Sum Sum-Sum 0 0' 

Perfect p (%) 17.3 8.1 29.9 0.0 43.7 1.2 
Best b (%) 94.3 94.3 92.0 79.4 100.0 100.0 
MSE 0.074 0.076 0.045 0.097 0007 0.011 
T 1 (%) 84.6 84.6 84.6 74.8 85.2 84.0 
e 2(%) 859 85.9 84.6 43.5 95.7 93.2 
s None (%) 91.6 91.6 93.8 961 92.7 97.0 
t Overall (%) 89.0 89.0 90.0 80.9 91.8 93.5 

MSEt 0.083 0.085 006 0.115 0.045 0.028 

nonlinear decision surfaces of Pattern Sets Hand X. 
However, the more conventional fuzzy model 0 yields 
an overall better performance for the same number of 
nodes in the hidden layer. This is especially evident 
from the high values of perfect match p and low values 
of MSE. The hard model 0' also provides good rec
ognition scores. Table 5 demonstrates that models 0, 
0', P, KDL, and L can handle pattern set Xl, albeit 
with decreasing orders of efficiency. From Table 6 we 
find that the simple two-class pattern set L can be han
dled by the neural net models 0, 0', P, KDL, L, H, 
KD, and EZ in decreasing orders of performance. 

We observe that the more interactive logical model 
P gives the best overall performance on the artificially 
generated pattern sets as compared to the logical models 
using the conjugate pair (Tm, sm). Note that pattern 
sets X and H cannot be suitably modeled by the latter. 
However as the decision surface becomes simpler 
through pattern sets Xl and L, the less interactive con
jugate pair (Tm

, Sin) is also able to model the pattern 
classes using the different implication operators (in
volving various degrees of interaction among the ar
guments during error propagation). The more conven
tional fuzzy version 0 (with the more general sigmoidal 

neurons) is found to yield a slightly superior perfor
mance, usually over the training sets. The hard model 
0' generally gives a lower value of p and higher value 
of MSE as compared to model O. Otherwise the per
formance of 0' is comparable and sometimes superior 
as compared to model O. This is perhaps because the 
given pattern sets (especially L, XI, and H) can be 
suitably modeled in the n-dimensional feature space 
of model 0' and do not require the larger amount of 
local information available in the 3" fuzzy subregions 
generated in the input space of model O. 

It is to be mentioned that the sum-sum version for 
model P in Tables 4-6 and the Max-Max versions for 
model KDL in Table 6 refer to the cases where both 
layers 1 and 2 use the Or neurons and the Min-Min 
version for model KDL in Table 6 refers to the case 
involving only And neurons in both the layers. The 
other logical models use And neurons in layer 1followed 
by Or neurons in layer 2 by eqns ( 14) and ( 15). This 
And-Or combination oflogical neurons is found to re
sult in a better classificatory performance as compared 
to the And-And and Or-Or architectures. Note that the 
And-Or and Or-And combination of neurons are 
equivalent in Boolean logic, resulting in expressions in 

TABLE 6 
Output Performance for Pattern Set L 

Logical 

W,sm) (TP. SP) 

KDL L H KD EZ P 
Fuzzy Hard 

Model Used Min-Max Max-Max Min-Min Min-Max Prod-Sum Sum-Sum 0 0' 

Perfect p (%) 46.6 0.0 25.0 46.6 46.6 13.7 0.0 47.8 42.1 70.5 8.0 
Bestb (%) 88.7 88.7 88.7 86.4 86.4 76.2 59.1 86.4 89.8 100.0 100.0 
MSE 0.081 0.098 0.096 0.08 0.082 0.091 0.146 0.062 0.077 0.011 0.014 
T MSE, 0.136 0.16 0.163 0.13 0.157 0.14 0.169 0.086 0.103 0.024 0.005 

e 
s 

1(%) 
2(%) 

73.3 
78.6 

73.3 
78.6 

73.3 
78.6 

73.3 
78.6 

73.3 
78.6 

73.3 
78.6 

99.5 
56.4 

92.8 
84.4 

84.7 
85.8 

96.5 
96.9 

98.3 
100.0 

t Net 75.6 75.7 75.7 75.6 75.6 75.6 79.8 88.9 85.2 96.6 99.1 
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Outpul RespOMO tor vowiir ~fa \\lUh Logical (7". 5'1 ouel 

put Fealures Highest Output Significanl 2nd Ohoice 
Certainty

Sf No, F, F2 F3 Class j Membership y~ Class Membership GartH 
J 

1 700 1000 2600 a 0.96 0.99 
2 0 800 Unobt 0 0.27 0.8 

00 Unobt Unobt e O. 7 0.11 0.4 
4 700 1300 Unobt a .73 O.9B 

700 WOO Unobt a 0.84 '.0 
f3 45 .2400 Unobt j 0.38 e 0,2 0.65 
7 900 1400 Unobt a 0.44 1.0 
8 600 1200 Unobt a 0.4 0 0,3 0.57 

00-600 1600 Issing e 0.61 0 0.2 0.62 
1 H.gh 101 low Uno t a .75 UJ 
11 Greater High Unobt e 0.37 

than 
650 

12 About 3 nobt Unobt 0.16 0.81 

Sum-o -Products and roduct-of-S s forms, respec	 layer having 20 nodes) that fl.l11C1 ions s knowledg 
tLv Iy.	 base for he vowel recog ilion roble . 1t was tralnc 

using 10% samples from each rel.'lresen 'l·ve elas'. The 
results (using models and 0) are dt:monstrated in 

-.2. nle Gen~rnfo" Tables 7-10 and may be verified from the vowel dia
gram of Figure 5.r.	 Ilis ph.ase, compl 'te I partial sets of inputs are 

From Table 7 we observe a sample of the inferreddamped al Lh input ayer and the appropriate classi
output response obtained by the pr posed logi 1m del.calion i i.oferred by the trained eur' 11l10del. A mea
P [conjugate pair (TP, SI') of eqn ( 15)} for lhe vowel 'illre of ~enainL_· is usc:d auJ ueryi g regarding un
data using partial and complete sets of inpu eatures.k.	 own lIlput feature alues resorted i the case of 
Tables 8 and 9 demonstrat he queryina and rule g Dsome par Hil .npu s ts. Justi cation in Ir-Then rule 
eration phases of the aid mode Pl corresp ding toform, regarding a conclusion, is also obtained when 
a sampIe set of test inpu featur c mbina1 ions. Table es-ire . 
10 depicts the rules generated by the uzzy mt)deJ 0The logical models lead to the generation of more 
(Pal & Mitra, 1992, 1993) (wilh no 10 ·caloperat rsa propriate rules in Alld~Or form (expressed as dis
using the same network architeclure an,l initial conjunction of con ·undive clauses) from the learned 
nection weights as model P. ote that· e inpl.u featureI<nowledg base embedded among the connection 
values of a test pattern influence ~ e generation 0 . lewc·gh as compared 0 lhe more conventional fuzzy 
rule from the trained set of connecti n weights. hiscounterpan 0) ( ith 0 I gical operators) (Mitra & 
helps extract rules relevant to 113t r gion of tile feature P l, 1992: 1993 . This is because of the built-in And-
space that is local to the area pointed 10 by the Ii <ltur

J structure incofJXIrmcd jilt the network for the pro
val ues of the test pattern.
 5ed logical model. I the other hand, the neurons 

of the fuuy model with sigmoi al nonlinearities ap
proximate the nd or r fun lions in special cases de
pen ing 011 the 'a ties f e thresholds learned. Hence 

Querying 'efthe da ses of t.he rules·n n -Or forms cannot be 
nerated with comparable efficiency. The details re Input FeaLures 

Serial Querygarding the internl diale stages involving the inferred 
No. F1 F2 F3 for 

output response, ql,.lerying, and rule ge eration have 
bct:ll rejJ'Orted in deta·l for e vowel at only as an 1 -350 Missing Issing F2 

2 400 800 Missing F3illustl lion. e co pa.rison of the rules generated by 
3 700 Missing Missing F2he various models P, DL, and 0 av been given in I 4 450 2400	 Missing F3

d I<lil onlj' in case of pattern e L nd the vowel data 5 900 1400 Mlss'ng F~ 
fo tbe sole purpose of restrictmg the number of pages. 6 600 1200 Missing F3 

7 High M I low Mlss;ng 3 
8 >650 igh Ml sing F35.:!,1. Vowel Po a. ere' 'Ii: demonstrate the inferenc
9 500-600 1600 Missinging .abilit~· of a trained neural model (with one hidden 
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TABLE 9
 
,Rule Generat;l)n fflr Vl'I\W1 DAta w~ Logielll W, S~) MGdel
 

Serial 
Input Features Jusitification/Rule Generation 

No. F, Fz F3 If Clause Then Conclusion 

1 300 900 Unobt F, is very low or Fz is very low Very likely class u 
2 700 1000 2600 F3 is very medium and F, is Very likely class a 

very medium or F, is Mol 
high or Fz is very low 

3 700 Unobt Missing F, is very medium or Mol high Likely class a, but not 
unlikely class e 

4 400 800 Unobt F, is very low and Fz is very low Very likely class 0, but not 
unlikely class u 

5 400 Unobt Unobt F1 is very low Mol likely classes e or i, but 
not unlikely class 0 

6 700 1300 Unobt Fz is very medium and F, is Very likely class a 
very medium or F1 is Mol 
high 

7 600 1200 Unobt F, is very medium and Fz is Mol likely classes a or 0 

very medium or Fz is low 
8 450 2400 Unobt Fz is very high and F, is Mol Likely class i, but not 

low or F, is very medium unlikely class e 
9 900 1400 Unobt Fz is very medium or F, is very Very likely class a 

high 
10 500-600 1600 Missing Fz is very medium or F, is very Likely class e, but not 

medium or Mol low unlikely class 0 

11 >650 High Missing Fz is high and F, is Mol high or Very likly class e 
F, is very medium 

12 ~350 Unobt Unobt F, is very low Very likely class i, but not 
unlikely class e 

TABLE 10 
Rule Generation for Vowel Data With Fuzzy Model 

Input Features Justification/Rule Generation 

Serial No. F, Fz F3 If Clause Then Conclusion 

300 900 Unobt F, is very low and Fz Very likely class u, but 
is very low not unlikely class ° 

2a 250 1550 Unobt F, is very low and Fz Mol likely class u 
is Mallow 

2b 250 1550 Unobt Fz is very medium and Mol likely class e 
F, is very low 

3 700 1000 2600 F3 is very medium and Very likely class a 
F, is Mol high 

4a 700 Unobt Unobt F, is very medium Not unlikely class a 
4b 700 Unobt Unobt F, is Mol high Not unlikely class a 
5 400 800 Missing Fz is very low and F, Likely class 0, but not 

is very low unlikely class u 
6 700 2300 Missing Fz is very high and F, Very likely class e 

is very medium 
7 400 Unobt Unobt F, is very low Not unlikely classes e or

°or i or u or a 
8 Unobt 1000 Unobt Fz is very low Mol likely class 0, but not 

unlikely classes u or a 
9 700 1300 Unobt Fz is very medium and Likely class a 

F, is Mol high 
10 600 1200 Missing F, is very medium Very likely class ° 
11 >650 High Missing Fz is high and F, is Very likely class e, but 

very medium or F2 not unlikely class a 
is very medium 

12 -350 Unobt Unobt F, is very low Not unlikely classes u or 
ear i or 0 
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TABL 111
 
Fl Ie Gene.ration far Pattern Sat H With logical (TP, S~)
 

Input Fealures 

F2 

Low 

2 Low Very high 

3 Low Mol high 

4 Low Not high 

5 Medium Medi m 

G Medium IQh 

7 Hgh Low 

High Hig 

If Clause 

F, is medium to Mol high and F2 

is very medium or F2 is low 
F1 is low or very medium or F2 

is very high 
F2 is very medium or Mol high 
or F1 is low 
F1 is low or very medium or F2 

is very low 
F1 is medium to Mol high or F2 

is meditJm or Mol low 
F, is Mol low to medium and F2 

is high 
F, is high and F2 is very medium 
or F2 is low 
F2 is high and F1 is very medium 
to high 

5.2.2. Artificially Generated Data. The rule gener
ling ability ol-th . Ihr e-layered trained neural networks 

\v'jlh m hidd 11 n des (u ing 10% of the patte points 

d ring rainmg) are shown in Tables 11-16, ~le used 

m "" I .. for pattern set H nd m = 10 for the remaining 
patl ~lS. (X, X I, L). 

Mol likely class 2, but no nllkely 
classes 1 Or 3 Of no • 55 
Likely eras 5, and Mol likely classes 
4 or el s" 
Mol likely 0 class, bU'1 ot nil ely 
classes or 4 
Likely class 1, but not un ikely no 
class or class 2 

ot unlikely no class or classes 3 Of 

2 or 4 or 1 
01 likely class 4, but at ulllik9ly 

classes 5 or no cl ss Of 3 
Mol likely classes 2 or 3 

Likely class 4, but no1 unlikely class 3 

A sample of the rules genenlted rom a set of teM 
patterns using the logical mode P lor pattern r.ets Ii, 
X,Xl,andLaredepictedin abks ll-14,respeClI ely. 
Tables 15 and 16 demonstrate, resp ·tively, the rules 

obtained using the corresponding logical model KDt 
[conjugate pair (Tm, sm)] ofeqns (14) and (22) and 

Serial No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7a 

f'b 

7c 

B 

9 

10 

TABLE 12 
Rille Ger1er'Gticn for Pattern Sul X With Logical (IP, SP) Moclel 

lr;p Justification/Rule Generation 

F, F2 If Clause Then Cooclusion 

ow Low F1 is low to very medium Likely no class, but nOl nllk y 
and F2 is low class 

ot low Low F1 is very high and Fz is low Mol iikBly no class or class 2 
or F2 is very medium 

Medium Low F1 is Mol low to Mol high or Likely no ss, but nol unlikely 
F2 is low classes or 1 

High Low Fj is high and F2 is low or F1 Likely 110 class, but not unlikely 
is very medium clas 2 

; lot high Low F1 is very low and Fz is low M I likely no class, but not 
to very medium unlikely cl 5S 1 

Low High F, is low to very medium 01 likely no class, but not 
and F2 is high unflkely class 2. 

Medium Medium F, is Mol low to Mol high or Mol Ilke~y no class 
F2 is medium 

Medium Medium F1 is Mol low to medium and NOl unllkely class 1 
F2 is Mol low to medium 

Medium Medium F, is Mallow to medium and Not unlikely class 2 
F2 is medium to Mol high 

Medium High F1 is Mol low to medium or Mol Ii kelyo crass, b not 
F1 is Mol high and Fz is nlike~v class '1 
high 

19h Medium F2 is Mol low to medium or Mol ikel}' no class, but not 
F1 is high and F2 is Mol unlikely class 1 
high 

High High F1 is high and F2 is high or Mol likely no class or class 1 
F, is very medium 
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TABLE 13
 
Rule Generation for Pattern Sex X1 with Logical (P, SP) Model
 

Input Features Justification/Rule Generation 
Serial 
No. F1 F2 If Clause Then Conclusion 

Low Low F1 is low and F2 is low or F, is very Very likely no class 
medium 

2 Low Medium F2 is Mol low to medium and F, is Mol likely no class, but not 
very medium or F1 is low unlikely class 2 

3 Low High F1 is low or very medium or F2 is Likely class 2, but not 
high unlikely no class 

4 Medium Low F2 is Jow and F1 is Mol low or F1 is Mol likely no class or class 1 
medium or Mol high 

5 High Low F, is high and F2 is low or F, is Likely class 1, but not 
very medium unlikely no class 

the fuzzy model 0 (with no logical operators) for pat for both classification and rule generation. It also func
tern set L. Note that the fuzzy model 0 (Pal & Mitra, tions as a fuzzy connectionist expert system. The con
1992; Mitra & Pal, 1993) and fuzzy logical model KDL ventional back propagation algorithm has been mod
used the same network architecture and initial con ified incorporating the logical operations in place of 
nection weights as the fuzzy logical model P. It may weighted sum and sigmoid functions. The model can 
be mentioned that the output responses and querying handle uncertainty and I or impreciseness in the input 
in each of the above cases are not demonstrated here and output representations. 
because they are routine intermediate stages leading to For the purpose of rule generation and inferencing, 
the final rule generation phase and would have only the user could be queried for the more essential feature 
served to make the results lengthier. All results may be information in the case of partial inputs. Justification 
verified by comparing with the pattern diagrams of for the decision reached was generated in rule form. 
Figures 6-9. The magnitudes of the connection weights of trained 

neural net were used in every stage of the inferencing 
procedure. These connection weights constituted the 

6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION knowledge base for the problem under consideration. 
A measure of certainty expressing confidence (belief) 

A fuzzy neural network using logical operations, in an output decision was also defined. The effectiveness 
namely, [-norm Tand [-conorm S, has been developed of the algorithm was demonstrated on real as well as 

TABLE 14 
Rule Generation for Pattern Set L With Logical (P, SP) Model 

Serial 
Input Features Justification/Rule Generation 

No. F, F2 If Clause Then Conclusion 

Low Low F2 is low to very medium and F1 is low Likely class 2, but not 
unlikely class 1 

2 Low Medium F2 is Mallow to medium and F, is low or Likely class 2, but not 
F2 is Mol high unlikely class 1 

3 Low High F2 is high or F1 is low and F2 is very Very likely class 2 
medium 

4 Medium Low F, is Mol low to medium and F2 is low or Likely class 1, but not 
F2 is very medium unlikely class 2 

5 Medium High F, is medium and F2 is high or F, is Mol Likely class 2, but not 
high and F2 is very medium unlikely class 1 

6 High Low F2 is low and F , is very medium or F, is Very likely class 1 
high 

7 High Medium F2 is medium to Mol high and F, is high or Very likely class 1, but 
F2 is Mallow not unlikely class 2 

8 High High F2 is high and F1 is high or F, is very Likely class 1, but not 
medium unlikely class 2 

9 Medium Medium F, is Mol low to medium and F2 is Mol low Mol likely classes 1 or 2 
or F2 is medium 
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TABLE 15 
Rill n .."-",,,Ii~ r..r D"~t..." ct.., I IAtIt" I ""''"'''I"I IT'" 1:'") R,,".. 

erial 
Input Fea-lures Justification/Rule Generalio 

No. F, F2 

LO.... Low F2 Is low to very mediu and F, is LikeJy cla.ss 2, but not unllk~ly 

low cass 
2 Lo'..., Medium F2 is Mallow to medium and F1 is low Ukely class 2, but not unll el 

or F, is very medium class 1 
3 low High F2 Is high or F1 is low and F2 is very Very likely lass 2 

rnediu 
4 Medium Low F, Is Mallow ta medium and F2 is low Mollik~ly Classes 1 Qr 

or F~ is very medium 
5 Medium High F,I edlurn Of F2 is hlgh Of F1 s M 01 ley c asses 2 or I 

6 '-fgh w 
hgh and 1=2 i' .' J" medium 

F2 Is low and 1=, i vfMy edium or F, Very likely class -I 
IS h 9 

7 High ledll.lm F~ is medium anti F, is h·gh or F2 is Likely class 1, but not 
01 igh and F, is very edium unlikely class 2 

8 I igh Igh F2 is Igh and F1 is very medium Of 1 ·keiy class 1, but at unlikel 
IS hIgh clas~ 

arti dally generate pat em ~ ts. T model is likely 
to h suitable in data- ich environrne IS_ 

it'ec of fuzzification was studied oth at the. inpul 
'Illd le output. The model is s en to e ro t with 
respccl to variations i input overlapping. t ",'as 0 
SCI \·ed that thor.e Frl - Fe Vall of eQn ( 12) (fOi the 
-ull~ fuuified oulput repr sentati ns) that correspond 
(1 higher cal1t Wll In memh~ 'hI" values while Iso 

suitJ.bl' prescntin h dynamic range of th given 
[J<tlt -m points alon the membership fun lion curv s 

,ulted in Iter p rformaflc . 
During classification, the mOr co venuoTlal fuzzy 

H'.rsiot of lhe MLP ~Pa . Mi ra, 1992) p r or 100 
hotUer as cnmp3red 1) the I gical models. Among the 
logical mouels use. Ih produc- -probabilistic sum op
emtors resulted in igll r recognition scores as com
paretl to the max.-min operators. In this c.onnection, it 
may 1 noted Utat lh usc of nd' nd Or n .urons j 1'l 

pj Ce of t e wei lted sum and sigmoid [unctions of 
Ihe conventional MLP is x ted to de-erea h 
amount;)1' 'omputations re uired_ T le hardwarei 
plementation of logi a1 neurons ight also he a.ier. 
Tbe Involv m nt f lugkal neurons in th network 
truc1Lll'e was fou.n{ lo h Ip generate more- appropr-ate 

rules (expresse i And-Or fClTm as di June ion ofcon
jll[l<1;ive clauses) from the connection weIghts or the 
trained neural net (that constHuled he mbedde<1 
kno vlcdge base for the pro lem' t hand) s compare:d 
to tbat of e fu.zzy model (Mitra & Pal, 1992: 1993). 

his is ulie [0 the buill-in And-Or structure f the ro
posed r mod~l. 

NUle that the I gi <II mo.ck'i in Pedrycl. ( 1990) llsed 
the crispim lication p~mll)t, Till: neural nNw rk lbere 
con i led oft '0 I ers and dealt with a t\'lon-c1ass preb
le . The w rk was e tended in Pedrycl. ( 991 a, b; 
1992) to solve mul ielass pr blems invol in.g relation a 
equations, u.sing a different per!Ormance in e , r fer
ence neurons, ;md the Lu <1siewiC'Z imp ication per
ator. We, on the ot er han , iu ied the eha,,'ior of 
the pr posed three-layered [UZlY n ur model with 
several fuzzy implicatio operators (for error propa
gati ,), llSing alternate An ·Or p ration, [0 alv 
multi lass problems. Our inpu an ul Ul v ctor r~p-
resentatiol1 - . re fuzz and e nod ~ of v rj'l g h 
learning rate is also di(fercnL The more interactlve 0p

erators like the prod c1 and robabilistic su mare al. 
studied. Ano her approach In logic neuron (Wa 
tanabe et aI" (990) also employs min~mOlX operalions, 

TABLE 16 
Pattern 5e1 L With Fuzzy Mo el 

Senlll 
No. 

Input F at ures Justification/Rule Generatioo 

1 Low Medium F2 Is MalloW 0 ,dlum and F1 is low Very likely ass 2 
2 High Low F2 is very medium or 1 Is high or very kety class 1, but not 

3 Medium Medium 
medium 

F2 ls m iu to Mol h gh or F1 is 
l nil ely ass 2 

l.Jkely class 1, oot riOt 
medium or Mol hig Ul1llk ' Yclass 2 
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but uses two kinds of weight vectors and a different 
kind of back propagation with a threc-laycred ncural 
net model. 
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